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Introducing Business Continuity
Planning

Introduction

Further hints and tips on Business Continuity Planning
for small businesses companies are shown in yellow
shaded areas.

We all know that the modern business environment is highly
competitive. If you are unfortunate enough to suffer a major
incident or interruption then it will be a challenge for you to
continue to satisfy your clients and remain in business.

Please note that:

A key factor to a business recovering quickly from a major
disaster such as a ﬁre or terrorism event is whether or not
the business has a Business Continuity Plan (BCP) in place.
Of course, you may never need to use this, but if the worst
does happen, it may be the difference between your business
recovering or failing.

• We have a policyholder Risk Helpline which can provide guidance
on your risk management needs. Call us on 0845 366 66 66
(open Monday – Friday 9am – 5pm)
• Once you have completed this template for your business it’s
important to keep a copy off site with your computer/business
records and ensure your employees know where to locate it

To address this, we’ve produced Guidance Notes and a Planning
Template to assist our small business policyholders. By
following our guidance you should be able to create a BCP
which, in combination with the correct insurance cover, will
help your business survive and recover.

• This BCP is aimed at smaller single site businesses and
deliberately focuses on the basic fundamentals in order to remain
as concise as possible
• For larger multi-site businesses Aviva can supply a more
comprehensive BCP template, available to download from
our website http://www.aviva.co.uk/risksolutions/help/
faq/category/tools-and-templates/business-continuity/
Alternatively, if you prefer to use a software tool to prepare your
BCP, then the ROBUST tool is also available from our website
https://robust.riscauthority.co.uk/

Beneﬁts of a BCP
1. Signiﬁcantly increases the chances of your business surviving
a major incident.
2. Insurance plays its part, but many of the effects of a disaster such
as damage to your brand or reputation may not be insurable.

• Aviva Risk Management Solutions provides a range of
training focused on Business Continuity Planning.
Contact us on the Helpline number above or visit
http://www.aviva.co.uk/risksolutions/

3. Without a BCP in place, it is difﬁcult to be sure that your
Business Interruption insurance period of cover is set long
enough for your proﬁts to return to pre-incident levels.
4. Customers may ask for evidence of such a plan as part of
contract negotiations.
5. Provides evidence of good risk management which could improve
your overall insurance deal.

Overview of the process
Business Continuity Planning is important for organisations of all sizes
because at its most fundamental level it seeks to:
• Minimise the chance of the business suffering an incident which
damages or disrupts your business
• Maximise the ability of the business to recover from an incident
and continue trading.
We believe that small businesses can signiﬁcantly beneﬁt from
preparing a BCP, but we also recognise that your time is precious.
So to help you understand the process, we’ve broken it down into
5 simple stages so you can quickly prepare a plan.
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Guidance notes:
How to prepare your BCP

Stage 1 – Service levels

Some examples of measures which could potentially
be taken to reduce the risk of threats occurring are:

This stage is about documenting what your business does –
and must continue to do – in order to operate effectively.

Fire
• Undertaking a Fire Risk Assessment to comply with
your statutory responsibilities.

• Normal Service Levels
– What does your business routinely aim to deliver to your
customers in terms of service, product and timescales?

• Portable electrical appliance testing.

– This will allow you to record what is important to your business
before any incidents occur and have a target for the business to
recover to.

• Regular maintenance and inspections of ﬁxed electrics.
• Providing a ﬁre resistant cabinet to store unique documents.
• Ensuring ﬂammable supplies / materials are stored away from
ﬁre inception hazards.

– Think about your business targets and what outputs are required
to ensure these targets are delivered. In simple terms this is what
the business exists to do on a day-to-day basis.

• Install automatic ﬁre detection alarm system. Consider
remote signalling to an alarm receiving centre.

– Remember to include any specialist areas or processes.

Flood & Water Damage
• Ensure IT systems are not located adjacent to or underneath
water and drainage services.

• Minimum Service Levels
– What is the minimum service level required to fulﬁl customer
requirements and keep important customers and to avoid
permanent loss of custom?

• Careful location of high value ﬁxed equipment, e.g. servers
to be located 10-15cm off the ground to reduce their
vulnerability to low level ﬂooding.

– This is the basic service you will need to continue to deliver
to ensure your business survival.

• Storing supplies / products off the ﬂoor, e.g. on pallets.

– Ask yourself if you need to continue with any specialist services
or processes or if you can introduce acceptable alternatives.

• Pay particular attention to where you store hazardous
materials (e.g. paints, solvents and oils) to avoid
contaminating ﬂood waters.

• Maximum Downtime
– How long will your customers tolerate an interruption to your
service before taking their business elsewhere?

• Consider a supply of portable ﬂood barriers and sandbags
that could be used to protect essential ﬁxed equipment.

– How soon until your market reputation is damaged?

Security, Arson and Theft
• Access control measures.

Stage 2 – Risk assessment

• Secure disposal of sensitive documents.

This stage involves:

• Good quality locks on doors and accessible windows.

• Identifying the key threats facing your business, e.g. ﬁre, ﬂood,
machinery breakdown, IT issues and data loss.

• Intruder alarm system with remote signalling.
• Securing portable tools / high value equipment in a
locked cabinet.

• Deciding on measures which would minimise the likelihood of
these threats occurring.

IT Measures
• Keep your anti-virus software up to date.

• Deciding which of these measures are practical to implement
and over what period of time.

• Consider a UPS (uninterruptible power supply) system to
ensure safe shutdown following a power failure.
• Consider electrical surge / transient overvoltage protection.
• A good data back-up regime including duplicate copies with
at least one copy off-site at all times.
• Regular test restore of backed up data.
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Guidance notes:
How to prepare your BCP (continued)

Stage 3 –
Incident Management Planning

Battle Box: To ensure you have all the resources you will need,
you should prepare a ‘battle box’ of items that will help manage
the incident and complete your ﬁrst actions. Carefully consider
where you’ll keep your battle box. It must be in a location that’s
secure but also accessible. Examples of what you might want to
include in your battle box are:

The next stage is to put a plan in place to help your business cope with
the initial period after an incident.
Of course, the welfare of your staff and visitors to the site will be your
ﬁrst priority.

• A copy of your Fire Risk Assessment

After that has been taken care of you can turn your attention to your
business. Pre-planned actions taken in the immediate aftermath of the
incident can have a big impact on the subsequent speed of recovery
for your business.

• A copy of your BCP
• Asset register and inventories
• Company stationery and letterhead
• General stationery and writing materials

There are three areas you will need to cover:

• Data restoration instruction

• Implement damage limitation measures especially relating to
security, avoiding further damage (e.g. by weather causing further
damage to weakened property) and the salvage and removal of
machinery, contents and ﬁles.

• Disposable camera
• Yellow Pages/local directory
• Insurance documents.

• Make contact with those who can help and those who need to
know about the incident. You may not have access to your usual
company records and contact directories after an incident. Think
about who you’ll need to contact and record their details in your
business continuity documentation.

Stage 4 – Business Recovery Planning
Once you’ve stabilised your business at delivering its minimum
service level, you’ll need to move forward. Firstly you must establish
how quick the physical recovery will be. If the premises, ofﬁce
systems, machinery and supplies will be repaired or replaced quickly
then you may not need to take further action other than preparing to
‘hit the ground running’ once the repairs have been completed.

• Stabilise your business at the Minimum Service Level you have
already deﬁned. Now you need to think about the short-term
measures and temporary work-arounds you can undertake to
enable you to return to delivering your minimum service level.
• Make contact with your insurance intermediary and our
claims service.

Your customers are unlikely to wait for an extended period and will
move to other suppliers if you don’t take action to restore your normal
service. You will need to think about issues such as:

To address these areas your BCP needs to include:
• A list of Emergency Contacts

• Implementing alternative working practices such as working from
an alternative location.

• A list of Immediate Actions required to limit disruption
following major loss, e.g. ﬁre, ﬂood etc

• Consider subcontracting if applicable to your business.

• A list of actions required to address disruptions to speciﬁc
activities, e.g. short term homeworking, arranging subcontracting
and alternative supply arrangements.

• Identifying and equipping temporary premises, perhaps temporarily
using second hand equipment and bringing as much work back in
house as possible.
• Monitoring the progress of the reinstatement work at the damaged
premises, ensuring that this goes to plan and that machinery etc is
ordered, installed and commissioned at the appropriate time.
• Keeping in contact with customers and trying to win back lost
business as capacity improves.
Some areas for consideration which could potentially maximise the
chances of your business recovering following a major incident are
outlined in the BCP Template on page 6.
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Guidance notes:
How to prepare your BCP (continued)

An example of a phased Plan Rehearsal would be as follows.
The ﬁrst stage would be to have everybody involved read over
the plan individually and this may result in several improvements
being made and details changed. The next stage would be to
get everyone together for a couple of hours to talk through
the recovery options. This may result in a team member being
given the task of reviewing and maintaining the contact details
and plan data (including customer details, machinery lead times
and availability of subcontractors) on a 6-monthly basis. The
group could then reconvene in a years time to talk through the
recovery options again and conﬁrm if they are still valid in the
light of any changes to the business and customer base since
the plan was ﬁrst written.

Mutual Assistance Partnerships: Some ﬁrms will ﬁnd it
beneﬁcial to enter into mutual assistance partnerships with
other businesses where you agree to help each other cope with
a major incident. When approaching other ﬁrms, be prepared
for a two way discussion around the assistance you can give
them as well as the assistance you may need. Any assistance
will be subject to capacity constraints at the time of the incident
so you may want to set up several partnerships, especially if
you have specialised processes. Examples of actions include
subcontracting and temporary transfer of staff. Your Trade
Body may be able to assist you in identifying suitable ﬁrms to
approach. Remember though to discuss the associated costs
with your insurer during the claims process.
N.B. When subcontracting is used it is essential to ensure that
quality standards are observed. Also be aware of the risk of
subcontractors ‘poaching’ contracts. Retaining control of client
contact and ﬁnal despatch can help to mitigate this risk.

Stage 5 –
Plan Rehearsal and Maintenance
Rehearsal: The ﬁrst stage is to ensure you – and anyone in your
business that will have a key role in assisting you – are familiar with the
plan and its contents. Plan some time when you can read through the
plan without distractions and ensure that it all makes sense to you.
The next stage is to run a desktop rehearsal. This will also involve
getting together with those in your business who will have a key role
in assisting you. You can agree on some ‘what if’ questions and see
if the plan can be used to assist you in dealing with the incident. For
example you might want to ask “what if we had a ﬁre?” Does the
plan have enough information to allow you to deal with the incident?
If you uncover uncertainties during this exercise, then your BCP
probably requires further work.
Maintenance: The objective of maintaining your plan is to ensure
that the data and contact details are up to date. You’ll ﬁnd it difﬁcult
to use your BCP if these details are out of date. So it’s important to
regularly maintain the plan data and contact details (this needs to be
done more often than plan rehearsals).
Aviva Risk Management Solutions can provide assistance on plan
rehearsal and maintenance. You’ll ﬁnd their contact details on page 2.
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Business Continuity Plan (BCP) –
Template

N.B. Existing boxed text may be typed over

Business Continuity Plan for
Date plan issued:

Ensure all previously issued versions are destroyed.

Business Continuity team member

Role/Position

Contact details

Stage 1: Service Levels
Service Levels
My normal service level is:
My minimum service level is:
My maximum downtime is:

Remember to include details of any major customers with more speciﬁc service level requirements such as:
Customer name

Contract details

Normal Service Level
considerations
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Minimum Service Level
considerations

Business Continuity Plan (BCP) –
Template (continued)

Stage 2: Risk Assessment
Threat

I can reduce likelihood by…

Implementation target date

Done

Stage 3: Incident Management Planning
Remember the ﬁrst priority is to ensure the safety and welfare of all staff and visitors.
Location/Address
Contact details
Battle box location
Immediate Damage Limitation Measures: Security, Weather Protection and Salvage – record the measures you will consider deploying in
the event of an emergency.
Issue: what’s gone wrong

Measure: what to do about it

Record the contact details for all suppliers in the contact lists below
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Supplier: who can help

Business Continuity Plan (BCP) –
Template (continued)

Major Incident Management Actions (amend as appropriate)
Action

Done

Return to Minimum Service Level
My general strategy to return to providing minimum service level is:
My (optional) detailed strategy to implement this is:
Disrupted activity: what’s gone wrong

Action: what to do about it (temporary work-around)

Record the contact details for all suppliers in the contact lists below
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Provider: who can help

Business Continuity Plan (BCP) –
Template (continued)

Stage 4: Business Recovery Planning
Return to Normal Service Level
My general strategy to return to providing normal service level is:
My detailed strategy to implement this is detailed below:
Disrupted activity: what’s gone wrong

Action: what to do about it (temporary work-around)

Provider: who can help

Record the contact details for all suppliers in the contact lists below
Maximising your business recovery (Potential issues to consider below)
Issue

Recovery action to be taken

Implementation target date
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Done

Business Continuity Plan (BCP) –
Template (continued)

Stage 5: Rehearsal and Maintenance
Rehearsal
The last plan rehearsal was carried out on:

The areas where the plan could be improved are recorded below:
Issue raised during rehearsal

Action to be taken to address this

The next plan rehearsal is due to be completed by:
Maintenance
The last maintenance check on the plan was done on:
The outstanding issues are:
The next maintenance check is to be completed by:
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Date for implementation

Done

Contacts Appendix

Premises Contact List
Category

Name/Company

Contact details

Comments

Name/Company

Contact details

Comments

Name/Company

Contact details

Comments

Utility Supplier Contact List
Category

Business Services Contact List
Category
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Contacts Appendix (continued)

Equipment / Machinery / IT Supplier Contact List
Category

Name/Company

Contact details

Comments

Contact details

Comments

Additional Business Continuity Service Providers Contact List
Category

Name/Company

Further Contacts and Additional Documents
You’ll also need to make contact with others such as suppliers, customers and staff. You may also need access to some company documents,
e.g. asset register, to help with an insurance claim.
You are likely to already have these details recorded on company systems – however you may not have access to these systems following an
incident. So it’s best to print off these lists and attach them to your plan. Make sure you include relevant details such as your reference numbers for
suppliers and customers as well as next of kin details for staff.
Further Contacts/Additional Documents
The additional documents appended to this plan are (e.g. staff contact list, asset register):
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Contacts Appendix (continued)

Business Continuity Log: for use if the plan is invoked
Use this log to record:
¥ The actions taken
¥ The decisions taken
¥ Any information obtained during the incident
¥ Any expense that has been incurred.
This will help you to keep track of the incident and also to prepare any insurance claim.
Date/Time

Record of action/decision/information

Expense incurred
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Logged by

IMPORTANT NOTICE
This document has been developed by Aviva Risk Management Solutions which has made extensive efforts to check the accuracy of the information and advice contained in this
document and it is believed to be accurate at the time of printing. However Aviva Risk Management Solutions makes no guarantee, representation or warranty (express or implied) as
to the accuracy or completeness of any information or advice contained in this document. All advice and recommendations are presented in good faith on the basis of information,
knowledge and technology as at the date of publication of this document.
Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, Aviva Risk Management Solutions makes no guarantee, representation or warranty (express or implied) that this document
considers all systems, equipment and procedures or state-of-the-art technologies current at the date of this document.
Use of or reliance upon this document or any part of its content is voluntary and is at the user’s own risk. Anyone considering using or implementing any recommendation or advice
within this document should rely on his or her own personal judgement and/or as appropriate, seek the advice of a competent professional and rely on the professional’s advice.
Nothing in this document replaces or excludes (nor is intended to replace or exclude) entirely or in part mandatory and/or legal requirements howsoever arising (including without
prejudice to the generality of the foregoing any such requirements for maintaining health and safety in the workplace).
Except to the extent that it is unlawful to exclude any liability, Aviva Risk Management Solutions accepts no liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential loss or
damage arising in any way from the publication of this document or any part of it or any use of or reliance placed on the content of this document or any part of it.
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